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Creation Story of the Lyrebird

Dharawal story - Matthew Doyle custodian/composer

Adapted for the 97 key, Stuart & Sons piano, by Kevin Hunt
chordal melody
accompaniment

faster 2nd x+ 3rd x

accel.  \( j = 120 \)

rehar at each rpt: 2nd G ped// 3rd F ped

5. Loss- uncertainty

'\( \approx \) rattle'
6. Lyrebird dance

Vc.

\[ \text{'rattle'} \quad \text{mf} \quad \text{rubato} \quad \text{slow 1st phrase.} \quad \text{...accel...} \quad \text{accel.} \]

\[ \hat{J} = 80 \]

\[ \text{B m/A} \quad \text{faster 2nd x+ 3rd x} \quad \text{G/F} \quad \text{f} \quad \text{G/F} \quad \text{G/F} \]

\[ \hat{J} = 90 \]

\[ \hat{J} = 93 \]

\[ \hat{J} = 96 \]

\[ \hat{J} = 99 \]

fine